MilliKey™ 30mm Button Caps

MilliKey LH models can optionally use different interchangeable solid color and clear-top button caps, which can be purchased in packs including 8 to 10 button caps and a removal pin.

**Color Cap Pack (30mm)**
CP30-CMIX-10
Includes 12 solid color caps (2 red, 2 yellow, 2 green, 2 blue, 2 black, and 2 pink) and one cap removal pin.

**Clear Cap Pack (30mm)**
CP30-CLKW-8
Includes 8 clear caps, four with white and four with black inner tops. and one cap removal pin.

For further information or to place an order, please visit our website or email sales@labhackers.com.
-changing millikey™ button caps

1. Insert removal pin between button cap and outer button ring.
2. Push pin to button bottom and rotate ~ 45° towards button cap.
3. Place finger over cap, pull up on pin to lift cap out of the box.
4. Insert new cap into button hole and rotate until cap is in place.

Please email support@labhackers.com with any questions.
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